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Get Started

How does this work?How does this work?

Long story short, we submit your App to

all App review sites. We do this through

email, forms and partners.

All of them?All of them?

Some subset of all of them - we choose

the ones that are the best fit for your App.

How many reviews will I  get?How many reviews will I  get?

It depends. We monitor opens & promo

code requests. It's up to your App to

convince them to review it!

Do you guarantee reviews?Do you guarantee reviews?

No. We believe that 'buying reviews' is

wrong and want to maintain the integrity

of journalists, you the developers and

ourselves. We don't engage in any paid-for

reviews, we see 'guaranteeing' reviews as

an extension of this.

This seems too cheap..!This seems too cheap..!

The service is largely automated to make

sure that we can help indie devs. We love

our price points.

This seems expensive.This seems expensive.

We've automated as much as we can to

keep the price down, but it takes human

time too. Time == $$

I have another question..I  have another question..

You can contact us online. We'll get back

to you (usually) on the same-day.

or contact us

Common Questions

Free Portal Site

Indexed on Google

App Submitted To

Submission Tracking

Promo Code Distribution

3-Day Submission

Additional Targeted Press

Screenshots Distributed

Search Optimised URL

Automatic Press Kits
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